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We calculate the power law decay, and asymptotic form of a (unique)
SO(9) and SU(2) invariant wave function satisfying, to leading and sub-
leading order, Q^ = 0 for all 16 supercharges of the matrix model corre-
sponding to supermembranes in 11 space-time dimensions.
Recently, a lot of attention has been devoted to the question, whether certain supersym-
metric matrix models possess normalizable zero-energy states, or not [1]. These models are
supersymmetric extensions of bosonic membrane matrix models [2] and were rst studied in
[3] (as reduced Susy Yang Mills theories) and [4] (as super-membrane matrix models), while
broader interest in them exploded 1 1
2
years ago [5].
In this paper we will determine the asymptotic form (to leading, and sub-leading order)
of a SO(9) and SU(2) invariant zero energy state and, in particular, calculate the power
law decay at 1 from the equations Q^ = 0, ^ = 1; : : : ; 16. Our results are in complete
agreement with those of Halpern and Schwartz (cp. [1]) who, by a formidable 2nd order
calculation (i.e. using the Hamiltonian, instead of the supercharges) obtained the asymptotic
power law decay, and form of the wave function. While it is reassuring that two dierent
calculations give the same answer, the main reason for presenting our results is that the
rst order calculation is much simpler (the sub-leading part of the wave function follows
from naive rst order perturbation theory, no explicit canonical transformations decoupling
bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom are necessary, . . . ; our method generalizes to
SU(N), and gives closed expressions for all higher order corrections). We should mention,
that we too started our investigations using H (instead of Q), sometime last September (and
refer to the Diploma thesis of Hasler, cp. [1], for a Hamiltonian Born-Oppenheimer analysis
of the d = 2 SU(2)-model, as well as to [6]), while only recently we realized that, and how,
the exact power law decay can be determined easily from the rst order equations.
The ground state wave function is obtained from simple perturbation theory, using the










(common) zero-mode,  0, up to multiplication by a function of the SO(9) invariant variable
r, that measures the distance from the origin in the space of congurations having vanishing
potential energy. The full ground state is of the form (just as in Q^, the expansion parameter







(f 1) = 0, the sub-leading term in Q = 0.
THE MODEL
If the gauge group is SU(2), the model may be viewed as a supersymmetric version of a
quantum mechanical system of 9 particles in IR3 whose potential energy is the sum of the













The anti-commutation relations of the 48 (hermitian) fermionic operators ^A, ^ =
1; : : : ; 16, A = 1; 2; 3, are taken to ben
^A;^B
o
= ^^ AB ; (2)

















with Γj purely imaginary, antisymmetric, fΓj;Γkg = 2jk1I88.
SYMMETRIES
Up to operators that vanish on SU(2) invariant wave functions , H is (twice) the square














In the representation (3) the γst := 1
2























Q^ and H commute with the 3 components of
~J = −i





~^  ~^| {z }
M
1CA (6)
(generating SU(2) gauge transformations), while they transform as a (real) spinor and scalar,
resp., under SO(9) transformations generated by
Jst = −i













To study the asymptotic behavior of wave functions that could be annihilated by H
(hence, all the Q’s), it is useful to write
~qs = r~eEs + ~ys (8)
with ~ys  ~e = 0,
P




s = 1 = ~e
2. As
ysB = (AB − eAeB) (st − EsEt) qtA (9)
is eectively of order r−
1











2, the leading order expressions for ~rteA, ~rtEs and ~rtysB
can easily be calculated. Dierentiating (qsAqsA0) eA0 = r























rtAr = eAEt ; (10)
while (9) implies














Between the ysB there exist 11 = 9 + 3− 1 independent linear relations, so that only 16 of
the 27 variables are independent. To be absolutely explicit, we could parameterize the two
unit vectors , e and E as
~e =
0@ sin  cossin  cos
cos 
1A ; E =
0BBBBBBB@
sin 8 sin 7 : : : sin 2 sin 1
sin 8 sin 7 : : : sin 2 cos 1
sin 8 sin 7 : : : cos 2
...
























−1  @Es, making
(qsB) ! (r; ; ; 1; : : : ; 8; u1; : : : ; u8; v1; : : : ; v8)
3
a proper (local) change of coordinates. It is easy to see that the part of rtA containing








As we will see, derivatives with respect to the remaining variables will, in that order ( 1
r
),
act as − 1
4r
times the fermionic part of (1) , yielding
−i
4r






to be added to (14), and then multiplied by γt
^^0
^0A, to give zero (up to terms cancelled by
the ’potential part’ in (4) ), when acting on the wave function.
SELECTING TERMS














s (jF i = jF1i+ jF0i) is a ground state, calculated to rst order in perturbation
theory, of −y + r2y2 +HF , where y = ~r?ys 
~r?yt(st − EsEt) and












































)^^ (to project onto terms
















~^  ~^ (19)






~^  ~e)), and (using that γ = γ
sEs squares to 1I and

























Having no more bosonic derivatives, one can facilitate the determination of  by choosing









































for jF0i, a SU(2) and SO(9) invariant state of lowest energy of H
(0)








F = rM^A;^B^A^B (22)






is the tensor-product of 2 matrices, the rst one having eigenvalues −1;+1; 0, the second
one +1 (with multiplicity 8) and −1 (with multiplicity 8) , as γ2 = 1I, and Tr γ = 0. Apart




(~e  i~e) (24)
(with eigenvalue 1, ~n+~n− = −i~e; ~e~n = i~n) and in order to have ~n transform like
a vector (~e; ~e do not), it will be convenient to choose  such that ~n+~n− are eigenvectors
of qsAqsB. The eigenvectors of γ could be labeled v
(;=1:::8), γv = v, with
v
(+;)
^ ( = 0) = ^ ; v
(−;)
^ ( = 0) = +8;^ : (25)





~  ~ − ~+8  ~+8

; (26)
and the transformation to annihilation and creation operators, suggested by Mw = −w
(when Mw = +w), diagonalizing H
(0)
F , may simply be taken to be
~ = A~e+ ~n+a1 + ~n−a
y
1
~+8 = ~A~e+ ~n+a
y

















=  ; ;  = 1 : : : 8; ;  = 0; 1; 2 ; (28)
fa; ag = 0 = fay; ayg,
H
(0)





















0 i ; (30)
(where a0j0ix = 0 8 0;  and jF
k
0 i is an arbitrary state formed out of the a0’s) will have
energy −16r, cancelling the zero-point energy coming from the 16 independent y-modes in
e−ry
2=2. As in H 0F = i~y  ~ ~γ
s
 only those terms contribute, where in one of the two
~’s
the term k ~e , i.e. A0 (or ~A0), is picked out, while in the other one a1 or a2 must be chosen,
the relevant part of HF will be linear in a1 resp. a2 (raising the energy by 2r), as well as in
one of the y-modes (again raising the energy by 2r), so that all excited states reached via




H 0F jF0i ; (31)
which was anticipated in (15), where the 1
r
contribution was written down that arises from





explicitly only at one point (Es = s9 , resp.  = 0), may be extended to a SO(9) invariant
state (via jF?0 i = U()jF
?
0 i0) as jF
?
0 i0 is invariant under the little group SO(8) (leaving

















(~  ~e) + i(~+8  ~e)

by ,  = 1 : : : 8, jF
k
0 i will be of the form
jF k0 i = (p+ p +
1
2
p + : : :+ p
012 : : : 8)j0ik (32)
with coecients p::: that may (and will) depend on the bosonic variables. In terms of 









@ − 2i ; M
k



























It is easy to see that, over C, the 256 dimensional Hilbert space H of -polynomials
does not contain any element annihilated by all 36 generators (33). Rather , it splits into
3 SO(9) invariant subspaces (irreducible representations) of dimension 44, 84 and 128 ( all
odd polynomials), and only the 44, for which
j0ik ; bj j0ik ; bjbkj0ik ; Bj j1 : : : 8i; j1 : : : 8i (35)
may serve as an explicit basis, occurs (as the symmetric traceless part in 9 ⊗ 9) in tensor
products of the fundamental (vector) representation 9 of SO(9). The only SO(9) invariant
state is therefore








eγγ + 12 : : : 8)j0ik ; (37)
the unique ( = 1 only depends on which representation one chooses for the Γj) SO(8)
invariant state in H44 (H44 decomposes into 3 irreducible representations of SO(8), 1 8v
35v) The quartic element E in (37) satises
BjE = bj ; bjE = Bj12 : : : 8 : (38)
One has











bjbk = BjBk12 : : : 8.
EVALUATION OF 
Keeping in mind that (at  = 0)
~? = ~n+a1 + ~n−a
y
2















































= +9 ; (42)
where we have used the fact that the SO(8) Casimir operator C^8 gives 0, when acting on
(37), and1 C9(44) = −18. The second contribution to  is
1
8






(~+8  ~e)(~+8  ~e)(~n+a2~n−a
y
1) = 1 (43)




0 = ^ 0 = ) and (~n+  ~n−)a
y
2a2 (^
0 = ^ 0 = + 8) in ~?
^0
 ~?^0 , i.e. (on jF0i)
1
16







γ^0^ = −4 : (44)
Altogether ,
 = 9 + 1− 4 = +6 (45)
making (16), i.e. r−10(r4e−ry
2=2)jF i, normalizable (
R
dr r10(r−10)2 <1 ).
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